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Preface

In 2018, Europe became the worldwide leading regulator of digital goods and services as well as digital decision-making: The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) took effect. Conditions of consent, core principles such as lawfulness, purpose binding and data minimization, privacy by design and by default and in particular the amount of damages and fines for unlawful data processing have become parts of everyone's reality. A binding and unifying framework exists under which data processing of personal information and thus digitization work. From then on, not only European citizens but also anyone within the EU or confronted with data processing starting from establishments within the EU can trust that their human rights, their individuality, their autonomy is protected under a far-reaching and demanding legal regime.

The impact of the GDPR cannot be underestimated. Ever since it was passed two years prior to its effectuation, in 2016, a worldwide discussion on privacy and data protection has accelerated. The effects of digitization on the individual and the need for a forceful protection have left experts' secluded spaces of contemplation and research and become a far-reaching, obvious, and demanding reality. Companies and state actors alike have changed their data processing, and States as influential as Japan, Brazil and South Korea have passed similar laws to synchronize their data processing regulation with the EU legislation. Even in China and the USA data protection laws have started to regulate encroaching private companies' informational power and thus reduce – at least in the private sector – power asymmetry due to data access and data processing technology.

It might therefore be possible to state, that these rules constitute a milestone, maybe even a turning point, a “Zeitenwende”, in digitization regulation. Between the Data Protection Directive (DPD) of 1995 and the GDPR of 2016, information technology had increasingly penetrated everybody's everyday life – at the industrial internet, in the (video surveilled) public sphere, in one’s (smart) home, in (virtual) worlds. Connectivity has created ubiquitous computing, social networks have changed the way of communication, online marketing has targeted in personalized ways, big data has turned individuals into statistics, artificial intelligence has competed with human cognition. All these, and also further developments in digitalization – just think of quantum computing – developed under a legal regime often compared to a toothless tiger: The Member States' authorities had little power and little competences, and the Member States' laws implementing the DPD were highly fragmented leading to a race to the bottom. With the GDPR the EU started its big offensive on digitization regulation creating a human-centered, human-rights oriented information society to counteract the imbalances and asymmetries having developed as a result. The GDPR was accompanied by the Law Enforcement Directive and soon followed by a number of highly demanding and worldwide intensely scrutinized digitalization regulatory acts concentrating on many other effects of information and communication technology such as the Digital Markets Act, the Digital Services Act, the Data Governance Act, or the Data Act and the Artificial Intelligence Act, both presently in the final stages of passing. All these more or less include provisions which leave the GDPR untouched. This may in practice and in detail cause frictions, and the exact width of such declarations is not yet fully understood, but the provisions also make clear that the GDPR remains the most comprehensive data regulation act and as such a blueprint for other regulatory efforts.

It is also the EU's most prominent step of establishing Europe as an alternative to autocratic legal regimes on the one hand and data capitalist legal regimes on the other.
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hand, strengthening the individual's importance and thus the backbone of the rule of law and democracy.

This commentary aims at making the leading privacy law in the world more understandable. It gives practitioners from all fields, lawyers, judges, data protection authorities, scholars, academia, regulators and all who are interested in a closer understanding of the GDPR guidance on how to interpret the relevant law. With more than twenty highly knowledgeable experts on their respective fields from practice and academia, the diversity of the EU Member States (and also of UK – this book project started, as did the GDPR, with the UK still being part of the EU), the European perspective is represented thoroughly. The basic principle of the Commentary is that of autonomous interpretation. Concepts based on a particular national legal system, rule, case-law or doctrine have no value in itself. However, problems (and their solutions) in specific countries can be a valuable source of illustration and inspiration but are connected strictly to the European perspective; sometimes, it was unavoidable to rely on non-English literature. It is the Commentary's distinctive feature to offer a sound, well-researched opinion, reflecting human rights’ effects and the consequences for society.

The format of a commentary is originally a German academic format. It gives argumentative guidelines by which individual problems can be approached. In a commentary of this style, each article is extensively analyzed and discussed in the light of potential and existing legal and factual problems, presenting relevant literature and judgments (concentrating on ECJ and ECtHR case law in addition to relevant Member State of national Supreme Courts and Courts of Appeal), providing an overview over the material, enlightening about the difficult underlying structures and raising critical points. Difficult, undecided and uncertain questions are not avoided; the authors offer clear positions and give precise arguments. Wording, the historical background including the triologue, the provision's structure, the interplay with other provisions and the recitals, the goal/telos and relevant case law, statements, decisions and opinions of important stakeholders such as the EDPB (previously, the Art.-29 Working Party), or the Member States' data protection authorities and the EDPS are presented. Sections, sentences, parts and words of each provision after another are thus commented on.

Each comment on the individual provisions is preceded by the text of the article commented on. In general, there is no universal introduction that summarizes common points before a chapter or a section. The comment of the individual provision starts with a brief overview, describing and clarifying the purpose and function of the norm in order to give general arguments how to judge concrete problems. Then, the different paragraphs and sentences are explained and analyzed one after another without paraphrasing or repeating the normtext. The general structure of the comment is from the abstract/general remarks to more specific problems.

This is done by a scientific and at the same time comprehensible style; real and hypothetical examples are presented to illustrate the meaning of a provision in the course of its thorough analysis and interpretation. The commentary focuses on the regulation itself; cross-references to further provisions are made where obvious or helpful for the analysis and understanding, e.g. the Law Enforcement Directive 2016/680, the ePrivacy Directive 2002/58, Regulation 45/2001, third-country-transfer-of-data arrangement). References to the legal status under the DPD are also made.

The most prominent – and influential – commentary on privacy in German law has been Spiros Simitis’ commentary, both on the DPD and on the German Federal Data Protection Law (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz). The latter was published in eight editions until 2014 and has continued on the GDPR with the involvement of two of this commentary’s editors and some of our authors who partly have been long-time
companions and students of his. Spiros Simitis, who was a law professor at Frankfurt University in Germany and later became head of the Hessian data protection agency and a highest-ranking advisor to the EU, was the "father of data protection". He had developed the core principles of privacy regulation that still govern the GDPR today already in the 1960s culminating in the world’s first data protections law of the state Hesse in Germany in 1970: the principles of purpose binding, data minimization, transparency, legal justification for data processing, the independent data protection authorities compensating for the inadequate resources of individuals to protect their rights. We are proud that parts of the introduction have been authored by him. As Spiros Simitis sadly passed away in the final days of compiling this commentary, this edition is also commemorating his incomparable importance for the field of data protection.¹

The commentary has been a joint effort of the editors, the authors and the publisher. We thank them all for encouraging us to introduce this fairly new format to the European legal market and going this new path with us. Behind all of these directly visible contributors, numerous other researchers, assistants, staff and students have made its publication with their aid possible – not in the least our families who had to share us with the corrections, recommendations, discussions and editing in the past years. We thank them all from our hearts!

Brussels, Kassel and Frankfurt, June 2023

Vagelis Papakonstantinou
Paul de Hert
Gerrit Hornung
Indra Spiecker genannt Döhmann

¹ For more information see the obituaries on https://www.jura.uni-frankfurt.de/47000118/Forschungsstelle_Datenschutz.
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of identification criteria regarding what was set in the DPD definition. Besides an ‘identification number’ the Comm proposed ‘location data’ and ‘online identifier’. The EP added ‘name’ to the list of criteria as well as “unique identifier” instead of ‘online identifier’. These changes were adopted in the GDPR definition with the option of ‘online identifier’. The Comm-P also added genetic identity as one of the domains where specific factors may be used to identify a person (→ Art. 4(13)). This change was also included in the GDPR. Overall, the changes proposed by the Comm and the EP broaden the scope of the concept thus amplifying the material scope of the GDPR.

The EP also put forth definitions of ‘pseudonymous data’ and ‘encrypted data’. The former was almost completely adopted under the definition of ‘pseudonymisation’ (→ Art. 4(5)). This reference shows that although the European legislator considered pseudonymisation as a means to reduce the risks of data processing it nevertheless allowed for the possibility that such data can still be linked to a person and they must thus be considered as personal data. Other than this new reference to pseudonymisation, both recitals 26, in the DPD and the GDPR, are in line with each other. The latter definition of encrypted data was not included in the GDPR, even though encryption is mentioned in several places in the text. This poses a difficulty when considering if encrypted data are personal data under the GDPR in situations where controllers, processors and third parties in general do not hold the key to perform the decryption operations,26 such as in messaging apps with end-to-end encryption. The EP also developed the identification criteria set out in recital 23 of the Comm-P. It added the direct or indirect singling out as one way to identify a person through data and it also added the demand to account for “all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, taking into consideration both available technology at the time of the processing and technological development”.27 The first proposal had also been made by the Art. 29 WP28 and it seems to be its influencing source. These proposals were included in recital 26 of the GDPR. The Comm’s and the EP’s concern regarding online identifiers on recital 24 of the proposal were combined in recital 30 of the GDPR.

III. The constituent elements of the concept of personal data

1. Information

The GDPR does not define the term ‘information’. Furthermore, it states that personal data refers to ‘any’ information. As such, the CJEU has interpreted information in a broad implicit sense,29 building from the work of the Art. 29 WP.30 This means that anything that can be understood as information falls within the concept of personal data if the remaining constituent elements apply. What is to be understood as information remains for the interpreter to argue within the conventions of language,31 but it must surely denote a relational property as foreseen in Art. 4 no. 1: information, though a thing in

---

27 EU Parliament Report on the on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals regarding the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data.
28 Cf. Art. 29 WP199, p. 5.
30 See Art. 29 WP136, pp. 6 et seq.
itself\textsuperscript{32}, always comprises the relation between the availability of certain knowledge and one or more entities, be they persons, objects, states of affairs or something else (and even if inaccurately identified as shown below).\textsuperscript{33} However, although information always relates to an entity, it is for the law to determine what are the relational criteria that can be used to consider that a piece of information relates to specific persons and should therefore be understood as personal data.

The Art. 29 WP recognises the relational property of information as an autonomous constitutive element ("relating to")\textsuperscript{34} of the definition of personal data and provides for a categorisation of criteria of connection between information and natural persons: i) content, ii) purpose or iii) result. Information relates to a natural person from the perspective of content when such information is about a natural person in a common sense, in as much as it provides knowledge of traits of a certain person.\textsuperscript{35} Regarding the purpose criterion, information relates to a natural person when it may be used, according to context, to evaluate, ground decisions or influence the “status or behaviour of an individual”.\textsuperscript{36} Finally, information may relate to a natural person concerning a result criterion when, although not about traits of a natural person or aimed at conforming behaviour, nonetheless affects the legal positions of a person, such as rights, liberties or interests.\textsuperscript{37} For example, when data about cars allow for the monitoring of their drivers or data about products tag to clients.\textsuperscript{38} The criteria through which information may relate to natural persons show that the crucial common element is the potential or existent effect of information on the legal sphere of a natural person, which also calls on the importance of context-dependant analysis.\textsuperscript{39}

Regarding the nature of the information, a distinction between objective and subjective information is usually made,\textsuperscript{40} both being admitted by the GDPR. This means that for the purpose of the concept of personal data, information is considered not only when an objective appraisal of knowledge is possible (physical traces for instance) but also when such knowledge relies on a subjective appreciation.\textsuperscript{41} This means that the information may be false, inaccurate or dependant on third party judgments (such as the opinion of a friend or the evaluation of a service provider) and can still be considered information under the GDPR.\textsuperscript{42} Indeed, evaluative information comprises an important part of personal data.\textsuperscript{43} There must always be a connection between the

\textsuperscript{33} See also the concept of information as "semantic information", Hallinan/Gellert, 'The Concept of Information', pp. 282-284.
\textsuperscript{34} See Art. 29 WP136, p. 9.
\textsuperscript{35} Ibid, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{37} Ibid, pp. 10-11.
\textsuperscript{38} See on this, in the context of RFID technology, Art. 29 WP105.
\textsuperscript{39} See Purtova, 'From knowing by name to targeting: the meaning of identification under the GDPR', IDPL, Vol. 12, No. 3 (2022), pp. 163-183.
\textsuperscript{40} See Art. 29 WP 136, p. 6; CJEU C-434/16, 20.12.2017, Nowak, ECLI:EU:C:2017:994, para. 34.
\textsuperscript{41} See Art. 29 WP 136, p. 6; see also Finck/Pallas, 'They who must not be identified', pp. 11-12.
\textsuperscript{42} See however CJEU Joined Cases C-141/12 and C-372/12, 17.07.2014, TS, EUC:2014:2081, para. 44 to para. 48. In this judgement, the CJEU found that, although information contained in an asylum request application was personal data, the assessment done by public officials was not, due to the understanding that such assessment did not contain information relating to the applicant but related to asylum law in as much as it would apply to any other applicant in similar circumstances. For this reason, the Court differentiates this situation which refers to access to administrative documents from a case of protection of personal data. This distinguishes the present case from the Nowak decision, as the CJEU recognises (see C-434/16, 20.12.2017, Nowak, ECLI:EU:C:2017:994, para. 56).
\textsuperscript{43} See Karg, 'Art. 4(1)', in Simitis/Hornung/Spiecker gen. Döhmann, 288, mn. 29.
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availability of certain knowledge and an entity, even if that connection is merely stated but not proved.

The GDPR does not limit the notion of Information to types of content within the spectrum of private/public sphere of information (although this spectrum is relevant within the GDPR, after certain knowledge has been qualified as information). This is in line with the distinction made in the EU CFR between the right of respect for private and family life in Art. 7 and the right to the protection of personal data in Art. 8.44 Information, in the broad sense adopted by the GDPR, confirms itself as a nexus between any knowledge and an entity identified by such knowledge: a certain (natural) person as we shall see infra concerning the second constituent element of the concept of personal data. This makes it clear that information, in the sense of the GDPR, comprises not only intimate and private information but also information related to public dimensions of a person, be it in a family, professional,45 leisurely or other capacity. Public information,46 even if divulged by the data subjects (for instance, in social networks), and whatever the context of relevance,47 is to be considered as information under the GDPR, unless exceptions to the material scope apply (→ Art. 2 para. 2 lit. c mn. 54). This is confirmed by the identifiers used as examples in Art. 4 no. 1.

The format of information also does not define it under the GDPR although the GDPR does mention certain types of formats such as “biological samples” (Art. 4 no. 13), “facial images and dactyloscopic data” (Art. 4 no. 14) or “electronic means” (for instance Art. 15 para. 3). All these formats may be sources of information and provided that the remaining conceptual constituents verify may allow for the acknowledgement of personal data. The key feature is that the processing of information may be done through such formats. The CJEU has considered as personal data information in several different formats – physically or electronically written text,48 Internet traffic data,49 IP numbers50 or cookies,51 graphic representations, such as fingerprints,52 and video

44 Art. 29 WP 136, p. 7.
45 The CJEU supports this interpretation, building on the interpretation of Art. 8 ECHR and the abovementioned distinction between Art. 7 and Art. 8 of the EU CFR, see Joined Cases C-465/00, C-138/01 and C-139/01, 20.05.2003, Österreichischer Rundfunk, ECLI:EU:C:2003:294, para. 73; C-73/07, 16.12.2008, Satakunnan Markkinapörssi and Satamedia, 16.12.2008, ECLI:EU:C:2008:727, para. 65; C-342/12, 30.05.2013, Worten, ECLI:EU:C:2013:355, para. 46; C-683/13, 19.6.2014, Pharmacocontinente – Saúde e Higiene, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2028, para. 13; See also the reference made in Art. 9 para. 2 lit. b which presupposes personal data relating to information processed in the context of an employment relationship.
47 Indeed, it can regard information concerning people passing through common parts of a residential building, see CJEU C-708/18, 11.12.2019, Asociatia de Proprietari, ECLI:EU:2019:1064; or even someone passing through a specific point on a street, see CJEU C-212/13, 11.12.2014, Rynes, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2428.
49 CJUE C-221/12, 22.11.2012, Probst, ECLI:EU:C:2012:748; Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, 08.04.2014, Digital Rights Ireland, ECLI:EU:C:2014:238.
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Any format of access to knowledge regarding a certain natural person may provide information within the concept of personal data of the GDPR.

2. Natural person

As was mentioned at the beginning of the previous point, given the adopted concept, information necessarily relates to an entity, which means that the segment “relating to” in Art. 4 no. 1 is not an autonomous constituent element but a connecting term from the ‘information’ element to the ‘natural person’ element. For information to become personal data Art. 4 no. 1 deems it necessary for any information to relate to "an identified or identifiable natural person". ‘Natural person’ is thus the next constituent element of the concept of personal data in the GDPR as it narrows the information that is to be considered.

The first important distinction to be made, and called upon by the definition, is between natural and legal persons. The GDPR excludes the protection of data pertaining to legal persons, whatever form they may take in any Member State. The legislator establishes a direct connection with the fundamental rights recognised to natural persons, including the right to the protection of personal data, in the EU CFR. The latter also protects legal persons but the GDPR legislator chose to limit the concept of personal data in line with a teleological nexus between the human dignity principle (Art. 1 EU CFR) and natural persons but also in accordance with the mandate of Art. 16 para. 2 of the TFEU. Under the DPD, the CJEU had determined that "legal persons can claim the protection of Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter […] in so far as the official title of the legal person identifies one or more natural persons." This has changed under the GDPR. However, it seems to be the case that whenever information concerning members of bodies or statutory positions of legal persons refers to identifiable natural persons such information should be considered as personal data. Thus, following recital 14 of the GDPR although legal persons cannot claim the protection of the GDPR even for personal data which concern them, natural persons whose personal data are used by legal persons can claim protection of the GDPR if such personal data are processed in a context relating to these natural persons, on grounds of “content”, “purpose” or “result”.

Once established that only natural persons matter for the purposes of the definition of personal data, the limits of such personality must still be ascertained. One must look at the beginning and the end of natural personality. The relevant end of the natural person regarding the concept of personal data in the GDPR results clearly from recital 27 where it is stated that the GDPR "does not apply to the personal data of deceased persons."
persons”. Member States may, however, “provide for rules regarding the processing of personal data”\textsuperscript{64} of such persons.

As far as the beginning of personality is considered the GDPR is mute, making no consideration regarding another important legal distinction between \textit{unborn life} (\textit{nasciturus}) and already-born persons.\textsuperscript{65} Such silence must then be interpreted, especially as it contrasts with the above-mentioned recital 27 insomuch as the GDPR does not take a similar stance regarding the delimitation of the beginning of natural personality. On the one hand, this contrast seems to support the view that the legislator could have used some criteria to assure such delimitation and chose not to. On the other hand, although natural personality is acquired by birth, information regarding conceived human life may become information related to “an identified or identifiable natural person” and thus call for protection even before the birth of such a person as a condition to guarantee the freedoms and rights of the new natural person.\textsuperscript{66} This is especially clear in the case of genetic data.\textsuperscript{67} It would defeat the purpose of the GDPR of protecting the personal data of natural persons from the moment of their birth if some data that would qualify as personal data after birth could already be collected before birth without the application of the GDPR. This is especially illustrated by the references in Art. 4 no. 1 to such personality specific factors as “physical, physiological, genetic [and] mental” factors. Thus, the GDPR must apply to unborn natural persons whenever all the remaining constituent elements apply.\textsuperscript{68}

3. Identification

Once “any information” relates to “natural persons” within the framework analysed above, the concept of personal data begins to assume its complete definition under the GDPR. But the way in which “any information” can relate to “natural persons” still allows for a great margin of uncertainty. Thus, the legislator uses a third and final constituent element: identification. The GDPR defines personal data as information relating to natural persons if and only if such information relates to “an identified or identifiable” natural person. This means that the GDPR does not apply to non-personal data both in the sense of data that do not pertain to any person but also in the sense of data that pertain to someone but do not and cannot identify a specific individual and thus according to Art. 4 no. 1 do not relate to a natural person.

The legislator does not define “identified natural person” although it does explain on Art. 4 no. 1 what an “identifiable person” is. By doing so the legal interpreter can also understand what is meant by “identified natural person”. The CJEU has treated this constituent element of the concept of personal data through a two-step approach, where first it is to be determined if certain information identifies a natural person and, second, in case it does not, it must be determined if such information may allow for the identification of the natural person indirectly when combined with ulterior data (as, for example, an IP address from a client held by an online store combined with the Internet Service Provider client’s data).\textsuperscript{69}

\textsuperscript{64} Recital 27.

\textsuperscript{65} Under the DPD, the Art. 29 WP started from a position of considering that personal data was in principle referring to living individuals. But the Art. 29 WP admitted that in this regard the DPD left a margin of discretion to the legislation of Member States within the purpose of the data protection rules of the DPD, see Art. 29 WP 136, pp. 22 and 23.


\textsuperscript{68} Ibid, pp. 61 et seq.

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid, pp. 61 et seq.
The concept of ‘identification’ used by the GDPR is thus a referencing concept that allows for a *natural personal person to be singled out* among all admissible others. This means that identification stands on selected information that has the capacity to distinguish and individualise natural persons, be it one single piece of information (e.g., the name) or a combination of several pieces of information (e.g., address and age). This also means that only through identification does the information completely and fully relate to a natural person in the sense of personal data as defined by the GDPR.

The relevant information for the identification process is context dependent, meaning that the same identifier may be able to perform its task under certain conditions but may also be insufficient in other contexts. The most common identifier – the name – may be enough on most situations but it is not mandatory for identification. This is why Art. 4 no. 1 mentions than an identifier may work directly or indirectly depending on the identifier itself and other contextual factors. For example, in a certain group of natural persons the year of birth may be sufficient to identify one natural person when such natural person is the only one born on a different year, but in other situations where multiple individuals all share the same year of birth such information would not be a complete identifier. For instance, in a small village of only a few hundred persons publishing data referring to Covid-19 and stating only age may be sufficient to identify some of the persons.

A *directly identified natural person* according to the GDPR is a natural person regarding whom a certain piece of information allows for immediate individualisation. When referring to *indirectly identified natural persons* recourse to the combination of several pieces of information is necessary to achieve a *unique combination*. If such combination is done over time, the person is only considered to be identified when the resulting combination singles out the person. Until that moment the collected data are either non personal data or they must be considered as personal data of an identifiable individual if the data necessary to identify the person are deemed to be available though not yet processed. The distinction between indirectly identified personal data and identifiable personal data thus raises some challenges.

Information concerning an identified natural person presents a straightforward case: the information relates to an already identified person. It is thus unequivocally personal data. On the other hand, information concerning an ‘identifiable natural person’ not only presupposes that the information still needs to link to a certain natural person, but it raises the question of knowing how the identification can be done.

---

70 See recital 26.
71 For the implications of this broad understanding see Davis, ‘Facial Detection’, p. 369 et seq.
73 In this sense, CJEU C-582/14, 19.10.2016, Breyer, ECLI:EU:C:2016:779, para. 41.
74 See recital 26.
76 This is also the case when the information is gathered in the presence of a natural person (so-called handshake identification) for then all the gathered information is directly referenced to the persons for duration of their presence (although it may cease to be personal data after the person leaves the place where the information was collected if such information cannot be linked to the person by any other identifier information), see Karg, ‘Art. 4(1)’, in Simitis/Hornung/Spiecker gen. Döhmann, p. 293, mn. 55.
77 See Art. 29 WP 136, p. 13.
78 Ibid.
Identifiability is a possibility and information gathered on such possibility may only become personal data if a connection to a specific individual can be made under certain conditions. To this end, the legislator explains in Art. 4 no. 1 what must be understood as an identifiable person: "one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person". In these cases, the information collected, if the other constituent elements apply, is known to relate to a natural person but further steps will need to refer such information to a specific person. The legislator states several identifiers, i.e., referencing criteria (name, identification number, location data, online identifier) as well as factors specific to the identity of a single person which may also be used as identifiers (physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social). The GDPR explicitly accepts any referencing criteria that allow information to relate to a natural person. The identification of a natural person may be done using a combination of different sets of identifiers and, while some identifiers allow for a more immediate and direct identification, in their absence a natural person may still be identified through an adequate set of identifiers. The legal concept of personal data comprises all these possibilities of identification.

Recital 26 provides for some guidance on how to determine the limits of identifiability and thus the limits of the concept of personal data. It begins by stating that "[t]o determine whether a natural person is identifiable, account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used" and further determines that "[t]o ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identify the natural person, account should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the processing and technological developments". The most important aspect deriving from these excerpts concerning the limits of identifiability is the kind of judgment that it entails. For any given case, all the elements that can influence the identifiability of a person through the processing of information must be taken into consideration by the interpreter. This judgment turns on the means available to the entity or entities conducting processing operations, such as financial, technical and human resources, but also on the context of such operations, such as the legal framework and the resources available to third parties that might contribute to identify a natural person. The goal is to reduce risk to a minimum or to eliminate it for a given moment, using a risk management approach under a principle of reasonableness. This leads to an important discussion on the very notion of identifiability and the limits of anonymisation after the CJEU's Breyer judgement. This means that identification operates in an instant, that may or may not proceed over time: as soon as an identifier singles out or allows to single out a person, be it for a short period of time or a long one, we are in the presence of personal data and as such the GDPR applies. As Purtova has correctly argued, in Breyer, where the CJEU dealt with dynamic IP addresses (which change
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80 See CJEU, C-101/01, 6.11.2003, Lindqvist, ECLI:EU:C:2003:596, para. 27.
82 See Art. 29 WP 136, p. 15.
83 On the framework of this risk analysis resulting from the GDPR, the Art. 29 WP and the national authorities, see Finck/Pallas, 'They who must not be identified', p. 15.
84 See, Finck/Pallas, 'They who must not be identified', pp. 34 et seq.
85 See Oostveen, 'Identifiability', p. 306.
86 See, for context on this discussion, Groos/van Veen, 'Anonymised Data and the Rule of Law', EDPLR, 4 (2020), pp. 499 et seq.; see also Urgessa, 'The Protective Capacity', p. 521 et seq.
with each Internet connection) there was, indeed, contrary to what the CJEU found, an identified individual, albeit during the duration of each specific connection. Since identification or identifiability is the connection or possible connection between information and a specific individual, avatars pose particular problems. Avatars, which are usually representations of persons on virtual environments, may give rise to data being classified as personal, when information relating to an avatar can be referred to the individual which the avatar represents. For instance, the information regarding the avatar used on an online gaming platform chat room or in the metaverse will be personal data if such information can be referred to the person represented by the avatar, singling out such person. There should be, however, caution in establishing such link as avatars can also be used by “bots”, computer programs that work automatically and interact with people. In these cases, it is evident that no personal data is involved.

Big Data, referring to the use of tools that analyse and establish connections between bulks of information, poses a great challenge to the category of “identifiable data” as it raises the question of the possibility of anonymisation and points to a scenario where all information relating to a natural person could in time become personal data.

Processed personal data may cease to be so. The Art. 29 WP has given opinion that the only way to safely determine a limit to identifiability is complete and irreversible anonymisation, which is presented as a standard for anonymisation techniques. Thus, the Art. 29 WP considers, following its own position on the concept of personal data that “[a]n effective anonymisation solution prevents all parties from singling out an individual in a dataset, from linking two records within a dataset (or between two separate datasets) and from inferring any information in such dataset. Therefore, generally speaking, removing directly identifying elements in itself is not enough to ensure that identification of the data subject is no longer possible. It will often be necessary to take additional measures to prevent identification, once again depending on the context and purposes of the processing for which the anonymised data are intended.”

The CJEU has considered, in Breyer, that the means available to controllers and processors should be taken into account in conjunction with the resources held by third parties. That is, even if a controller or a processor do not have the means to identify a person through data, given certain circumstances such data may still be considered personal if identification can be achieved through the intervention of a third party. The CJEU, however, draws some limits to this approach on identifiability, using two tests, namely “the identification of the data subject was [1] prohibited by law or [2] practically impossible on account of the fact that it requires a disproportionate
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87 Purtova, ‘From knowing by name to targeting’, p. 180.
88 Ibid, p. 179.
89 Ibid; see also Papakonstantinou/de Hert, ‘Big data analytics in electronic communications: A reality in need of granular regulation (even if this includes an interim period of no regulation at all)’, computer law & security review 36 (2020), p. 9.
90 Ibid, pp. 306 et seq.
91 See Art. 29 WP 136, p. 21.
93 CJEU C-582/14, 19.10.2016, Breyer, ECLI:EU:C:2016:779, para. 44.
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- EDPB 64 18
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Accreditation procedure 41 11
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Accuracy 5 61, 107 et seq., 110
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Arbitration 48 4, 49 33
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- Rome I Regulation 46 8
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Assistance systems 3 52

Assistance to the controller 28 35

Associations 9 52 et seq.
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Audit 28 54, 30 9
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Balancing 69 18, 10, 21, 23, 90 20
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Bank 4(7) 35
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BCR 47 7 et seq.
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– binding effect 47 13
– changes to 47 31
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- special categories of personal data 414 1 et seq., 4, 11
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- templates 414 5 et seq., 8, 10
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Burden of proof 5 145, 6 18, 21 5
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Cameras 417 40
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Capacity 411 3
Catch-all clause 57 16
Certification 23 6, 56, 42 1 et seq., 43 1 et seq.
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- accreditation 42 7, 23, 43 1 et seq., 4 et seq., 14 et seq.
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- data protection seals 42 2, 5, 43 17
- data subject rights 42 14
- data transfers 42 14, 30
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- presumption of conformity 42 18, 30
- processing operations 42 2, 4, 6, 10 et seq., 17, 27
- purpose of certification 42 4, 17
- register 42 29, 43 14
- reliable evidence 42 1
- self-regulatory measures 42 30
- separation of powers 42 26 et seq.
- small and medium sized enterprises 42 4
- standards 42 2, 7, 20, 24, 43 3 et seq., 17
Certification bodies 43 1, 58 27
- consistency mechanism 64 18
- EDPR 64 18
- opinion procedure 64 18
Certification criteria 42 20
Certification mark 42 7
Certification mechanism 24 47
Change of purpose 13 13, 14 9
Children 6(1)(f) 42, 40 29
- interest 6 74
- Representatives of controllers and processors from third countries 27 16 et seq.
- special needs 12 12
Chilling effect 23 9, 85 18
Choice of law
- Territorial scope 3 62
Churches and religious associations 91 1 et seq.
- administrative enforcement 91 19
- administrative fine 91 19
- Catholic Church 91 5 et seq., 18, 20
- Federal Republic of Germany 91 5
- grandfather clause 91 1, 13, 16
- independent SA 91 1, 12, 17
- Italy 91 6
- notification duty 91 15
- philosophical and non-confessional organisations 91 8
- Poland 91 6, 18, 20
- Religion 91 7
- subsidiary competence 91 20
Churches, religious associations and communities
- application of existing law 99 3
Civil law claims, enforcement of 23 30
Claim of inaccuracy 18 8 et seq.
Clear affirmative action 411 52
Clinical treatment 415 4
CLOUD Act 48 2, 6
Cloud computing 49 23
- Market place principle 3 46
- Territorial scope 3 38, 46
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Codes of conduct 24 47, 40 1 et seq., 41 1 et seq.
   – accreditation criteria 41 20, 26 et seq.
   – accreditation procedure 41 2, 11
   – accreditation requirements 41 14, 21, 27
   – administrative discretion 41 12 et seq., 27
   – application (form of) 40 34
   – appropriate safeguards 46 47 et seq.
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   – children 40 29
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   – compliance; guarantees; safeguards 40 9
   – conciliation 40 12, 23, 29
   – conflict of interest 41 18
   – consistency mechanism 64 15 et seq.
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   – corrective powers 41 22 et seq., 25
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   – Data Protection Board 40 10, 49, 52
   – dispute resolution 40 33, 53
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   – International data flows 46 47 et seq.
   – legal certainty 40 16, 18, 26, 28, 61
   – legitimate interests 40 24
   – monitoring bodies 40 10, 36 et seq., 56, 41 1 et seq., 26
   – monitoring mechanisms 40 37
   – monitoring responsibility 41 2
   – opinion procedure 64 15 et seq.
   – precision 40 18
   – privacy by design and by default 40 30
   – pseudonymisation; anonymisation 40 26
   – public bodies 41 3
   – register; publication 40 51
   – regulated self-regulation 64 17
   – revocation 41 19
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– risk neutrality 40 14
– safeguards 40 9, 32, 34, 41, 52, 54, 41 23
– security 40 9, 30 et seq.
– self-monitoring 41 1, 26
– self-regulation 40 1, 3 et seq., 12, 61
– Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 40 15, 40, 61
– stakeholders 40 21, 45, 61
– Supervisory Authority (or SA) 40 1, 3, 6 et seq., 9 et seq., 16 et seq., 20, 31, 38 et seq., 48 et seq., 56, 62, 41 1 et seq., 6 et seq., 11 et seq., 18 et seq., 24 et seq.
– third countries 40 32, 34
– third country transfer 46 47 et seq.
– time limit 41 2
Collection of personal data 13 4 et seq., 40 25
Collective agreements
   – covering works agreements 88 26 et seq.
Common decision 26 30
Common Foreign and Security Policy
Intro 126
Company providing general IT support 4(8) 9
Compatibility 5 64, 75, 77, 20 8
   – factors 6 90
Competence
   – and the judiciary 55 13
   – for public tasks 55 9
   – legal bases 6 79
   – negative conflict 26 3, 45
Competent authority
   – opinion procedure 64 4
Competent national bodies 90 16
Competent supervisory authorities 66 17
   – dispute settlement procedure 65 31
   – lead supervisory authority 65 13a et seq.
   – urgency procedure 66 1 et seq.
Competition 20 1
Complaint-handling mechanism 24 32
Complement, right to 16 4, 13
Complete independence 52 1 et seq.
Compliance 5 141, 144, 32 39 et seq., 39 11, 42 17, 90 18
   – guarantees 40 9
   – legal obligation 6 41
   – safeguards 40 9
Compliance activities 30 2
Compliance efforts
   – documentation 24 32
Compliance evidence 24 3
Compliance measures 49 28
Compliance-officer 38 26
Comprehensibility 12 9, 23 32
Comprehensive register of criminal convictions 10 21
Compromises 5 32, 43 et seq., 84, 104, 106, 117, 129, 136, 146
   – anonymisation 5 131
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Consent by a child 811 et seq.
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Remuneration 820
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Third parties 825 et seq.

UN Convention of the Rights of the Child 88, 16 et seq.
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Confidential information 9015

Confidentiality 2829, 299, 904

Duty of 1418, 3310
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Conflicts of interest 3823, 4118, 5218, 903
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Consent 4(11) 1 et seq., 619 et seq., 30, 71 et seq., 1821, 207

Affirmative act 4(11) 15, 52, 54 et seq., 58, 61, 71, 23
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Automated tools 4(11) 41 et seq., 721

Autonomy 4(11) 6, 8 et seq., 15, 42, 44

Bundling 741 et seq., 49
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Conditions for consent 4(11) 62, 71 et seq.

Consent information 4(11) 38, 49 et seq., 722, 24, 28 et seq.

Continuity previous 946

Counter-performance 4(11) 10, 73, 45
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Detriment 4(11) 24, 31, 38, 735

Explicit 4(11) 1, 17 et seq., 34, 721, 499

Formal requirements 4(11) 50 et seq., 71, 22 et seq.

Freely given 4(11) 2, 15, 21 et seq., 37, 74 et seq., 10, 34 et seq., 44 et seq., 47 et seq., 4913
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Granular 4(11) 29, 37, 42

Imbalance of power 4(11) 15, 24, 28, 73, 9, 43, 46
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Informed 4(11) 2, 9, 15, 18, 30, 38 et seq., 43 et seq., 714, 24 et seq., 29, 42, 4911 et seq.
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Layering 4(11) 47

Limits 4914
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Multiple controllers 4(11) 39, 49, 719 et seq.
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Proxy consent 4(11) 41 et seq., 51, 721

Public interest 4(11) 11
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Situations of subordination 4(11) 26

Specific 4(11) 15, 30, 33 et seq., 57, 724 et seq., 40
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Statement 4(11) 15, 41, 51 et seq., 55, 60 et seq., 71, 21, 23

Third country transfer 498 et seq.

Timing of consent 4(11) 4 et seq., 18

Unambiguous 4(11) 2, 17, 20, 32 et seq., 724, 26

Withdraw consent 4(11) 2, 31, 45, 72, 33 et seq.
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Consistency mechanism
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Binding Corporate Rules 6422

Certification 6418

Codes of conduct 6415 et seq.
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Data protection seal. EU 6418

Dissent supervisory authorities 4(24) 1 et seq.
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Legal protection 6442
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Matters of general application 6425 et seq.
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